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ABSTRACT: A decreased inspiratory capacity (IC)/total lung capacity (TLC) ratio is associated

with dynamic hyperinflation and decreased exercise capacity. The present authors hypothesised

that static (low IC/TLC) and dynamic hyperinflation impair cardiac function as assessed by

oxygen pulse at rest and during cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET).

Lung function, body mass index, hand grip strength and CPET parameters were measured

(oxygen uptake (mL?kg-1?min-1) and oxygen pulse (mL?beat-1)) in 87 chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease (COPD) patients (American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society/

Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease stage 3–4) and 46 controls. The patients

were divided into those with IC/TLC .25% or f25%.

The IC/TLC ratio at rest and at peak exercise was associated significantly with oxygen pulse.

Patients with IC/TLC f25% (n545) had significantly lower exercise capacity, peak oxygen pulse,

peak minus baseline oxygen pulse, peak IC, peak IC/TLC ratio and % change from baseline to

peak IC/TLC ratio compared with patients with IC/TLC .25% and controls. During CPET, the

oxygen pulse was lower at iso-work in patients with IC/TLC f25% than in those with IC/TLC

.25%.

Resting hyperinflation (inspiratory capacity/total lung capacity) is associated with lower oxygen

pulse, peak exercise inspiratory capacity/total lung capacity and exercise capacity in patients with

severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. The present results support an interaction

between hyperinflation and decreased cardiac function that may contribute to exercise limitation

in these patients.

KEYWORDS: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, exercise, inspiratory capacity, inspiratory

capacity to total lung capacity ratio, oxygen pulse, oxygen uptake

P
atients with chronic obstructive pulmon-
ary disease (COPD) have limited exercise
tolerance [1]. The cause for this limitation

appears to be multifactorial [2–7]. The identifica-
tion of factors that determine this constraint
is critical for the development of different
therapeutic strategies that could improve exer-
cise performance, quality of life and, possibly,
survival [8].

Several studies have shown that dyspnoea and
exercise limitation in COPD are related to
increased end-expiratory lung volume (EELV)
and limited ventilatory reserve [3, 9]. Treatment
with bronchodilators [10, 11] and lung volume
reduction surgery (LVRS) [8] delay the onset of
dyspnoea and increase exercise endurance in
close relation to the improvement of operational
lung volume secondary to decreases in EELV.

Other physiological contributors to the ventila-
tory limitation during exercise include reduced
maximal voluntary ventilation [12, 13], forced
expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) [14] and
diffusion capacity (DL,CO) [15].

Less explored is the role of cardiovascular factors
that may also contribute to exercise limitation in
these patients [16]. BUTLER et al. [17] studied
patients with severe COPD and normal controls
during cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET)
and resting hyperventilation, using central
venous catheter measurements to determine
cardiac performance. The study suggested that
the increment in pulmonary capillary wedge
pressure and intracardiac pressures partially
resulted from increased transmural pressure on
the heart due to the mechanical constraints of
hyperinflated lungs. JÖRGENSEN and co-workers
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[18, 19] studied patients with severe emphysema using direct
haemodynamic measurements before and after LVRS and
magnetic resonance imaging to determine cardiac dimensions
and intrathoracic blood volume (ITBV). Improvement in lung
volume dimension and filling was documented with conco-
mitant improvement in function after LVRS. A reduced
biventricular end-diastolic volume due to reduced ITBV was
also reported and hyperinflation (not measured) was hypothe-
sised to be the responsible mechanism. These studies suggest
that hyperinflation may affect exercise performance in patients
with severe COPD by generating intrathoracic hypovolaemia
and compromising cardiovascular performance.

Oxygen pulse is a noninvasive and reliable method used to
estimate stroke volume and cardiac function [20–24]. The
oxygen pulse is calculated by dividing the oxygen uptake
(V’O2) by the cardiac frequency (eC), assuming that the
arteriovenous difference of oxygen is normal, as appears to
be the case in patients with COPD [4, 25].

Inspiratory capacity (IC)/total lung capacity (TLC) ratio f25%
is a marker of hyperinflation and mortality [26] and is
associated with altered exercise capacity in patients with
COPD [27]. The reason for these findings is not clear, but they
could be partially explained by the effect of hyperinflation on
cardiovascular function [17, 28]. To test this hypothesis, the
present authors studied the association between IC/TLC ratio
and oxygen pulse at rest, during exercise and at peak exercise
in patients with severe COPD. It was hypothesised that
patients with IC/TLC f25% would have lower resting oxygen
pulse, and that at similar work rate it would fail to rise
appropriately during exercise compared with patients with
IC/TLC .25% and subjects of similar age without COPD.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Patients and normal individuals were prospectively recruited
as part of a cohort study of patients with COPD followed at
Caritas St Elizabeth’s Medical Center (Boston, MA, USA).
Stable patients with stages 3 and 4 COPD (American Thoracic
Society (ATS)/European Respiratory Society (ERS)/Global
Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease) were
included, along with control group (FEV1/forced vital capacity
.70% and FEV1 .80% predicted) of similar age. The
institutional review board approved the study and all patients
gave informed consent. Participants (patients with COPD and
control subjects) were recruited via outpatient clinic, local press
advertisement or peer referral.

Spirometry, lung volumes by plethysmography and single-
breath DL,CO were performed according to ATS/ERS stan-
dards [29–31]. The dyspnoea level was measured using the
Modified Medical Research Council (MMRC) scale. Subjects
also performed a 6-min walk distance (6MWD) test following
the ATS guidelines [32]. The maximal grip strength for each
hand was averaged from three measurements made using a
dynamometer (Jamar; Asimow Enginering Co., Santa Monica,
CA, USA) with the hand unsupported [33].

CPET was performed following ATS/American College of
Chest Physicians standards [34] using a cycle ergometer, with
gas exchange measured using a metabolic cart (V Max;
Sensormedics, Yorba Linda, CA, USA). The protocol included
three stages: resting, warm-up and exercise (symptom limited

exercise test with increments of 16 W?min-1). During every
stage, while breathing room air, V’O2, carbon dioxide produc-
tion, eC, blood pressure, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation
and tidal volume were continuously measured. The exercise
variables analysed were: maximal power achieved, maximal
V’O2, maximal eC, oxygen pulse, DO2 pulse (oxygen pulse at
peak exercise minus baseline oxygen pulse), breathing reserve,
heart reserve, DV’O2/Dwork, DeC/V’O2, dead space, IC was
measured each minute during the test and the IC/TLC and
DIC/TLC (baseline IC/TLC minus peak IC/TLC) were
calculated using the plethysmographic TLC value. Arterial
blood gas values obtained at rest and at peak exercise were
used to determine the gas exchange parameters. The peak
exercise arterial blood gas samples from seven patients
contained clots and samples could not be obtained from three.
The patients were encouraged to cycle to the point of
discomfort or exhaustion. The test was interrupted if an
abnormal electrocardiogram, a systolic blood pressure
.220 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure .120 mmHg was
measured. All exercise parameters were calculated using
formulae described by WASSERMAN et al. [20].

Statistical analysis
Normality in the distribution of the data for each variable was
explored using Skewness–Kurtosis tests. For variables with
normal distribution the data are expressed as mean¡SD and
unpaired t-tests were used. Data not normally distributed are
presented in the form of median and interquartile range and
differences between groups were explored using Mann–
Whitney, Kruskall–Wallis and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.
Iso-time was defined as that point during the exercise that was
common for all patients and controls. Simple linear regres-
sions, with oxygen pulse as the dependent variable, were
explored. Those variables significantly associated with oxygen
pulse were used in a multivariate analysis. The acceptable level
of statistical significance for independent comparisons was
p,0.05. For multiple comparisons, the cut-off point for the p-
value was adjusted using the Bonferroni correction and
p,0.005 was considered significant.

RESULTS
The clinical and physiological characteristics of the partici-
pants are summarised in table 1. The control subjects had
normal spirometry and were well matched for age, sex and
anthropometrics with the COPD patients. The COPD group
had severe obstruction (median FEV1 34% pred) and sig-
nificantly lower IC/TLC ratio and 6MWD compared with
controls.

Table 2 shows that the exercise capacity and peak oxygen were
decreased in COPD patients compared with controls. The IC/
TLC ratio did not change during exercise in the control group
but decreased significantly in the COPD group (p,0.001). The
oxygen content at peak exercise in the COPD group was
17.9¡2 mL.

There was a significant correlation for the entire group
between IC/TLC ratio and resting oxygen pulse (r50.44;
p,0.001), which increased with peak exercise oxygen pulse
(r50.65; p,0.001; fig. 1). In the COPD group, the correlation
coefficient was 0.46 (p,0.001). The association was still
maintained (r50.41; p50.007) in 64 patients whose resting
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and peak arterial oxygen partial pressure (Pa,O2-) was
.55 mmHg (.7.3 kPa). There was a significant and inverse
correlation (r5 -0.30; p,0.001) between the change in IC and
the change in oxygen pulse from rest to peak exercise (fig. 2).
There was also a direct correlation between absolute IC and
oxygen pulse at iso-work (fig. 3).

The COPD patients were then divided into those with IC/TLC
f25% (n545) and .25% (n542). The general characteristics of
these groups are shown in table 3. Patients with IC/TLC
f25% had lower fat free mass (FFM), 6MWD and hand grip
force, compared with patients with IC/TLC .25%.

The exercise parameters in the control group and patients with
low or high IC/TLC are presented in table 4. Patients with IC/
TLC f25% reached a lower exercise capacity, peak oxygen
pulse, peak IC, peak IC/TLC ratio and DIC/TLC compared
with patients with IC/TLC .25%. The work in watts was
significantly associated with the O2 pulse (r50.87; p,0.001)
and with IC/TLC (r50.69; p,0.001). More patients reached
early anaerobic threshold in the low IC/TLC group (78% versus
45%; p,0.001) with a trend toward an earlier anaerobic
threshold in the low IC/TLC group (p50.05) compared with
the high IC/TLC group.

The results of the multivariate analysis with oxygen pulse at
peak exercise as the dependent variable is presented in table 5.
Body mass index, IC/TLC (%), FEV1 (% pred) and hand grip
force (kg) were significantly related to peak oxygen pulse.
MMRC and DL,CO (%) were also tested but failed to show any

TABLE 1 Clinical and physiological characteristics of all
subjects participating in the study

Control COPD# p-value

Subjects n 46 87

Age yrs 63¡7 65¡9 0.1"

Male/female % 54/46 61/39 0.4

BMI kg?m-2 27 (24–31) 26 (23–31) 0.2+

FFM kg 49 (42.1–66) 56.1 (46.6–66.1) 0.4+

MMRC 0 (0–0) 2 (2–3) ,0.001+

6MWD m 536¡92 370¡96 ,0.001"

FEV1 % pred 93 (86–98) 34 (28–40) ,0.001+

FVC % pred 99¡13 66¡17 ,0.001"

TLC % pred 94 (86–109) 129 (113–141) ,0.001+

RV % pred 94 (70–112) 208 (172–259) ,0.001+

IC L 2.34 (1.79–2.63) 1.65 (1.28–2.01) ,0.001+

IC/TLC % 44 (41–56) 25 (19–29) ,0.001+

Data with normal distribution are presented as mean¡SD and data not normally

distributed are presented as median (interquartile range), unless otherwise

stated. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; BMI: body mass index;

FFM: fat free mass; MMRC: Modified Medical Research Council dyspnoea

scale; 6MWD: 6-min walk distance; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in one

second; % pred: % predicted; FVC: forced vital capacity; TLC: total lung

capacity; RV: residual volume; IC: inspiratory capacity. #: American Thoracic

Society/European Respiratory Society/Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive

Lung Disease stage 3–4; ": comparisons performed using the unpaired t-test; +:

comparisons performed using the Mann–Whitney test.

TABLE 2 Cardiopulmonary exercise test results in controls
and in patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD)

Control group# COPD"

Exercise power W 115 (97–154) 60 (47–85)+

V’O2

Baseline L?min-1 0.255 (0.207–0.297) 0.21 (0.164–0.273)+

Maximal L?min-1 1.521 (1.239–2.04) 0.673 (0.506–1.014)+

Maximal mL?kg-1?min-1 20 (16–26) 10 (7–12)+

eC

Baseline beats?min-1 73¡10 87¡141

Maximal beats?min-1 139¡20 121¡161

Oxygen pulse

Baseline mL?beat-1 3.5¡0.9 2.5¡0.81

Peak mL?beat-1 10 (8–14) 6 (4–8)+

Maximal V’E/MVV % 61¡21 82¡141

IC

Baseline L 2.37¡0.64 1.73¡0.591

Peak L 2.35¡0.67 1.26¡0.411

IC/TLC

Baseline % 44 (41–50) 25 (19–29)+

Peak % 45 (38–50) 18 (14–22)+

Data with normal distribution is presented as mean¡SD and data not normally

distributed is presented as median (interquartile range). V’O2: oxygen uptake;

eC: cardiac frequency; V’E: minute ventilation; MVV: maximal voluntary

ventilation; IC: inspiratory capacity; TLC: total lung capacity. #: n546; ":

American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society/Global Initiative for

Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease stage 3–4, n587; +: comparisons performed

using the unpaired t-test; 1: comparisons performed using the Mann–Whitney

test. p,0.001 for all variables.
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FIGURE 1. Relationship between static hyperinflation as expressed by the

inspiratory capacity (IC)/total lung capacity (TLC) ratio and the oxygen pulse at peak

of exercise in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (#) and controls

($). A significant correlation was found (r50.95; p50.001).
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significant contribution to the model. The model explains 60%
of the oxygen pulse variance.

Figure 4 shows that the baseline oxygen pulse, peak oxygen
pulse and DO2 pulse were significantly lower in the IC/TLC
f25% group compared with the IC/TLC .25% group and the
control group (p,0.0001).

To determine whether the lower oxygen pulse was related to
reduced exercise duration in patients with lower IC/TLC,
changes in eC, V’O2 and oxygen pulse were studied at iso-time
(fig. 5). The oxygen pulse was significantly lower in the
patients with the lowest IC/TLC at every exercise workload.
The difference was due to a faster eC and lower oxygen uptake.

DISCUSSION

The most important finding in the present study of patients
with severe COPD is the direct association between IC/TLC at
rest and exercise with the oxygen pulse, a surrogate marker of
cardiac function. The most hyperinflated patients had lower
oxygen pulse at a similar exercise level than the patients with
less hyperinflation. These observations support the concept
that resting and dynamic hyperinflation may exert an
important detrimental effect on cardiac function and play a
role in the reduced exercise performance of patients with
severe COPD. In addition, the baseline and peak exercise IC/
TLC were found to be equally associated with changes in
oxygen pulse and exercise performance. This suggests that
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FIGURE 2. Relationship between change in inspiratory capacity (nIC) and

change in oxygen pulse (nO2) from rest to peak exercise. A significant correlation

was found (r5 -0.30; p,0.001).
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TABLE 3 General characteristics and pulmonary function tests in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease grouped
according to inspiratory capacity (IC)/total lung capacity (TLC) ratio

IC/TLC .25% IC/TLC f25% Difference between means (95% CI) p-value

Subjects n 42 45

Age yrs 63¡7 66¡10 -2.8 (-6.6–1.0) 0.1#

BMI kg?m-2 27.8 (24.6–31.5) 24.9 (22.3–26.9) 2.7 (0.6–4.8) 0.008"

FFM kg 59.0 (50.9–60.8) 51.9 (41.1–64.2) 8.1 (1.7–14.5) 0.004",+

FFM index kg?m-2 21¡3 19¡4 1.8 (0.02–3.6) 0.04#

MMRC 2 (2–3) 2 (2–3) -0.20 (-0.54–0.13) 0.3"

6MWD m 415¡91 326¡80 89 (52–125) ,0.001#,+

Hand grip force kg 33.5 (26–46) 26 (20–36) 8.7 (3.8–13.6) ,0.001",+

FEV1 % pred 36 (30–41) 30 (26–39) 3.9 (0.3–7.5) 0.03"

FVC % pred 68¡15 64¡17 4.2 (-2.8–11.2) 0.2#

TLC % pred 119 (97–134) 132 (126–151) -16.6 (-26.4– -6.9) 0.001",+

Data with a normal distribution are presented as mean¡SD and data not normally distributed is presented as median (interquartile range), unless otherwise stated. CI:

confidence interval; BMI: body mass index; FFM: fat-free mass; MMRC: Modified Medical Research Council dyspnoea scale; 6MWD: 6-min walk distance; FEV1: forced

expiratory volume in one second; % pred: % predicted; FVC: forced vital capacity. #: comparisons performed using the unpaired t-test; ": comparisons performed using

the Mann–Whitney test; +: significant values after using Bonferroni corrections to adjust for multiple comparison.

FIGURE 3. Relationship between inspiratory capacity (IC) and oxygen

pulse at the same workload. A significant correlation was found (r50.56;

p,0.00001).
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hyperinflation at rest is as important as peak exercise
hyperinflation as a predictor of exercise performance in
patients with severe COPD.

In patients with COPD, an IC/TLC ratio f25%, an indicator of
severe static hyperinflation, has been associated with reduced
exercise capacity and increased mortality [26, 27]. There have
been no previous studies analysing the relationship between
IC/TLC and cardiac performance. The current study explored
this relationship and has shown that IC/TLC was directly

TABLE 4 Cardiopulmonary exercise test results in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease grouped according to
inspiratory capacity (IC)/total lung capacity (TLC) ratio

IC/TLC# .25% IC/TLC" f25% Difference between means

(95% CI)

p-value

Exercise power W 74 (58–100) 49 (42–59) 26.5 (15.1–37.9) ,0.001+,1

V’O2

Baseline L?min-1 0.218 (0.175–0.27) 0.194 (0.156–0.276) 0.016 (-0.022–0.045) 0.2+

Maximal L?min-1 0.802 (0.610–1.150) 0.547 (0.456–0.734) 0.245 (0.097–0.394) ,0.001+,1

Maximal mL?kg-1?min-1 10.8 (8.4–12.9) 8.9 (6.3–10.7) 2.1 (0.7–3.6) 0.008+

eC

Baseline beats?min-1 82¡15 91¡14 -9 (-16– -2) 0.01e

Maximal beats?min-1 122¡18 120¡14 2 (-5, 9) 0.5e

% pred 78¡12 78¡8 -0.4 (-5–4) 0.8e

Anaerobic threshold## % 42¡11 35¡6 7.2 (-0.1–14.6) 0.05e

O2 pulse

Baseline mL?beat-1 2.8¡0.9 2.3¡0.8 0.3 (-0.03–0.8) 0.07e

Peak mL?beat-1 6.9 (5.1–9.1) 4.7 (3.5–6.3) 2 (0.9–3.1) ,0.001+,1

IC

Baseline L 2.10¡0.58 1.39¡0.37 0.7 (0.5–0.9) ,0.0011,e

Peak L 1.46¡0.38 1.05¡0.33 0.4 (0.2–0.6) ,0.001+,1

D L 0.62¡0.50 0.32¡0.30 0.3 (0.1–0.5) ,0.0031,e

IC/TLC

Peak % 21 (18–24) 14 (11–19) 6.5 (4–9) ,0.001+,1

D % 8 (5–12) 4.2 (2.2–7.5) 4 (1.6–6.5) ,0.001+,1

Data with normal distribution are presented as mean¡SD and data not normally distributed are presented as median (interquartile range), unless otherwise stated. V’O2:

oxygen uptake; eC: cardiac frequency; DIC: baseline IC minus IC at peak exercise; DIC/TLC: baseline IC/TLC ratio minus IC/TLC at peak exercise. #: n542; ": n545; +:

comparisons performed using Mann–Whitney test; 1: significant values using Bonferroni corrections to adjust for multiple comparisons; e: comparisons performed using

the unpaired t-test; ##: in patients with IC/TLC f25%, 78% of patients did not reach anaerobic threshold, whereas in the group of patients with IC/TLC .25%, 45% did not

reach anaerobic threshold.

TABLE 5 Multivariate analysis in the chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease group with oxygen pulse at
peak exercise as the dependent variable

Independent

variable

Coefficient p-value Standardised

coefficients

BMI kg?m-2 0.133 0.002 0.275

IC/TLC % 0.090 0.013 0.247

FEV1 % pred 0.073 0.008 0.239

Hand grip force kg 0.096 ,0.001 0.462

BMI: body mass index; IC: inspiratory capacity; TLC: total lung capacity; FEV1:

forced expiratory volume in one second; % pred: % predicted. The y-axis

intercept value was -0.5377. r250.60.
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FIGURE 4. Oxygen pulse in controls, patients with chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease (COPD) and inspiratory capacity (IC)/total lung capacity (TLC)

ratio .25% and IC/TLC f25% shown as median and interquartile range. The

oxygen pulse is shown at rest (h), at peak exercise (&) and the change in oxygen

pulse from rest to peak exercise (&) for all groups. Compared with controls,

patients with severe COPD had lower oxygen pulse at rest and blunted increase in

oxygen pulse with exercise. Patients with more severe hyperinflation (IC/TLC

f25%) had significantly lower oxygen pulse at rest and even more blunted oxygen

pulse response with exercise than patients with less hyperinflation. Kruskal–Wallis

test p,0.001. Control group: n546; IC/TLC .25%: n542; IC/TLC f25%: n545.
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associated with oxygen pulse. Patients with low IC/TLC
(f25%) at rest had a lower baseline oxygen pulse, a blunted
increase in oxygen pulse with exercise (fig. 5) and a decrease in
exercise capacity (W, V’O2 L?min-1, V’O2 mL?kg-1?min) com-
pared with those with an IC/TLC .25% and with normal
controls. This suggests that patients with lower IC/TLC may
already have impaired cardiac function, even at rest. The
present finding is supported by the work of JÖRGENSEN et al. [19]
who, using direct haemodynamic monitoring, demonstrated

that patients with severe COPD who underwent LVRS had a
40% improvement in cardiac index, 34% in stroke volume index
and 55% in stroke work index at rest after the surgery.
JÖRGENSEN et al. [18], using magnetic resonance techniques in
13 patients with severe COPD compared with eleven matched
volunteers, have also shown a significant reduction in end-
diastolic volume of the right and left ventricles at rest in the
patients with COPD. Although they postulated that hyperinfla-
tion could be the cause of the decreased heart size and volume,
they did not measure hyperinflation and its effect during
exercise. The present findings extend these observations by
showing that, even at rest, the level of hyperinflation affects the
oxygen pulse. Dynamic hyperinflation can further impair
cardiac function either by decreasing blood return to the right
heart or by increasing the afterload to the left ventricle due to
increase intra-thoracic pressure swings, as suggested by MONTES

DE OCA et al. [35]. Both factors may be playing a role in a manner
similar to that reported in mechanically ventilated patients with
ventilator-induced hyperinflation and development of hypoten-
sion from compromised heart function.

Hyperinflation may interact with the heart via intrathoracic
pressure changes that are larger in the most hyperinflated
patients [35]. In fact, the mean IC at rest in the group of
patients with IC/TLC f25% is lower than the peak exercise IC
observed in the patients with an IC/TLC .25% (table 4). This
indicates that the level of hyperinflation in the low IC/TLC
group is quite severe and places significant constraints on the
operational volume that can be recruited at rest and more so as
exercise demands increase. It is likely that patients with this
degree of resting hyperinflation cannot increase inflation
further due to the anatomical and physiological constraints
of the lungs and chest wall. This observation is in agreement
with that of O’DONNELL et al. [3] who have reported that
patients with the smaller IC at rest are those who recruit IC the
least during exercise. Thus, normal subjects do not change IC
because they do not hyperinflate, while patients with moderate
obstruction and IC/TLC .25% have room to hyperinflate,
manifesting larger DIC. Patients with the most severe obstruc-
tion and hyperinflation (IC/TLC f25%) do not have room to
increase IC, and thus, like normal patients, would have low
DIC. This explains why in DIC had a modest correlation with
DO2 pulse (fig. 2), whereas in a good correlation was seen
between absolute IC and oxygen pulse at the same workload
(fig. 3). Patients unable to recruit operational lung volume are
forced to increase intrathoracic pressures in an attempt to
increase ventilation. This can in turn increase the pressure in
the cardiac fossa with its consequences on heart function [17,
18]. Further support for the influence of lung volume on heart
function is provided by the study by TRAVERS et al. [36] who
observed decreased eC at similar work in patients randomised
to tiotropium. The patients on tiotropium had decreased
operational volumes when compared with placebo, possibly
placing less mechanical strain on the heart [36].

The present authors recognise that the oxygen pulse does not
directly measure stroke volume but it is a good surrogate
marker of it. In a recent study of patients with COPD by RIETEMA

et al. [37], measurements of cardiac function (including stroke
volume) with central catheter and magnetic resonance during
exercise had an excellent correlation. Interestingly, the oxygen
pulse values obtained at peak exercise were very similar to the
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FIGURE 5. At iso-time and similar workload, the oxygen pulse (c) failed to

increase in patients with inspiratory capacity (IC)/total lung capacity (TLC) ratio

f25% ($; n545, 26 males) compared with the increase observed in patients with

IC/TLC .25% (&; n542, 27 males). The difference was due to (a) faster cardiac

capacity (eC) and b) lower oxygen uptake (V’O2) at all time points. *: p,0.05

between IC/TLC .25% and f25%.
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ones reported in the current study. This, coupled with the data
from other studies of patients with COPD [4, 20–25], provides
increasing evidence in support of the oxygen pulse as a
surrogate marker of stroke volume in patients with COPD.
The current study also assessed the other factors influencing
arterial blood oxygen content. According to WASSERMAN et al.
[20], the oxygen pulse is not affected in patients with an arterial
oxygen content .15 mL. The average arterial oxygen content of
the present patients was 17.9¡2.0 mL at peak exercise, well
above the cited oxygen content threshold, thus making it
unlikely that the low oxygen pulse measurement was due to low
oxygen content. It has been suggested that in patients with
severe COPD the oxygen extraction is decreased during exercise
[25]. This implies that the difference in arterial versus venous
oxygen content is lower and may minimise its effect on oxygen
pulse. Recent data obtained from direct access to the femoral
artery and vein of exercising patients and matched controls
show that the oxygen extraction is similar in both groups [4, 25].
This was also seen in patients with different degree of airflow
limitation [4]. Whether the oxygen extraction is similar or lower
in COPD during exercise [24], these differences cannot account
for the decrease in oxygen pulse, since a lower difference would
actually magnify the oxygen pulse value. The arterial blood
oxygen content is also influenced by the Pa,O2, with values
,55 mmHg (,7.3 kPa) decreasing the content and potentially
influencing the oxygen pulse results. To exclude that factor as
the possible determinant of the low oxygen pulse in the present
study, it was evaluated whether the association of IC/TLC to
oxygen pulse was maintained in patients with a rest and peak
exercise Pa,O2 .55 mmHg (.7.3 kPa). This group of patients
had appropriate oxygen saturation throughout the exercise and
hence hypoxemia with a concomitant decrease in the arterial
oxygen content could not have contributed to the decrease in
oxygen pulse.

It is interesting to note that the peak total work (in W) was
statistically lower (p,0.001) in patients with IC/TLC f25%
compared with patients with IC/TLC .25%. It was evident
from the current data that the amount of work was directly
associated with the oxygen pulse (r50.87). This is in agreement
with the findings of others [3, 11] who have observed
decreased exercise capacity in more hyperinflated patients.

The strong direct association of IC/TLC and work (r50.69) and
with oxygen pulse extends the present findings and supports
the argument that the decrease in exercise capacity can at least
in part be attributed to decreased stroke volume secondary to
the effects of hyperinflation on cardiac function.

The strongest support for an effect of hyperinflation on stroke
volume is provided by the lower oxygen pulse documented at
similar time points and workload in the patients with lower
IC/TLC (fig. 5). The current analysis shows that the lower
oxygen pulse was not due to the lower workload that
hyperinflated patients are capable of achieving but that at
similar workload, the hyperinflated patients cannot increase
oxygen supply.

In multivariate analysis, the IC/TLC was an independent
predictor of oxygen pulse. There was also an association
between oxygen pulse with hand grip strength, which is
intriguing. It is possible that the reduced grip strength is

related to diffuse muscle weakness in patients with decreased
muscle mass (FFM index was lower in patients with IC/TLC
f25%). The current authors wonder if the heart muscle mass is
also affected in patients with severe COPD. The present
authors do know that patients with the most severe COPD
have important muscle compromise but, to date, there have
been no studies aimed at evaluating intrinsic cardiac muscle
fibre strength in patients with COPD. Patients with worse
COPD may also suffer from dysautonomic cardiac regulation,
a fact that is supported by the faster eC at rest and during
exercise in patients with IC/TLC f25%. Further studies are
needed to explore these different mechanisms.

The most important limitation of the present study is the lack
of direct measurement of the cardiac output using a pulmon-
ary artery catheter. However, it is an invasive measurement
that is not without complications and is technically difficult
during exercise; several studies support the validity of the
oxygen pulse as a surrogate marker of stroke volume in
patients with COPD [4, 20, 25]. A second limitation is that the
current study involved only patients with severe COPD.
However, patients were selected with more severe airflow
obstruction in order to have enough power to detect changes
related to IC/TLC as those are the patients likely to develop
hyperinflation during exercise. A control group was also
included with similar anthropometric characteristics that did
not show hyperinflation and provided the basic comparison
for reference oxygen pulse values. Finally, the clinical
implications of the present observations remain to be deter-
mined. However, the results by JÖRGENSON et al. [19] suggest
that one possible group that may potentially benefit from lung
reduction surgery is those patients with low IC/TLC whose
oxygen pulse fails to increase with exercise.

In conclusion, the present results show that resting hyperin-
flation, associated with dynamic increase in end-expiratory
lung volume, seems to play an important role in limiting
exercise in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease via its effect on cardiac function, as suggested by a
relatively low oxygen pulse at rest and its incapacity to
increase adequately during exercise in patients with worse
hyperinflation. It is likely that therapy that improves resting
lung volume and hyperinflation improves exercise capacity, at
least in part, by improving cardiac function.
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